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Science Year 6 Spring 1 Knowledge Organiser - CLASSIFICATION
Classification of Living Things

classification

Sorting things into sets or classes which have
features in common.

subdivide

To classify into smaller and smaller groups.

organism

An individual living thing.

cell

The smallest part of a living thing which can
function independently.

taxonomy

The process of naming and classifying living things
into groups according to their similarities and
differences.
The largest groups into which living things can be
classified.

Kingdom
Fungus

A living thing which is not a plant or animal and
gets its nutrients from other organisms.

micro-organism
/microbe

A very small living thing which can only be seen
using a microscope. Examples include: bacteria,
viruses and many fungi.
An invertebrate with a jointed exoskeleton. Can be
arthropod
subdivided into: insects, spiders (arachnids),
crustaceans, centipedes and millipedes.
Arthropod with 6 legs, 3 parts to the body (head,
insect
thorax and abdomen), antennae and often has
wings. E.g. bee, butterfly, beetle, ant.
spider (arachnid) Arthropod with 8 legs and 2 parts to the body (head
and abdomen). E.g. tarantula, scorpion, tick, mite.

crustacean

Arthropod with 10 or more legs and gills to breathe
in water. E.g. crab, prawn, lobster, woodlouse.

centipede

Arthropod with a segmented body and one pair of
legs per segment. All are carnivores.

millipede

Arthropod with a segmented body and two pairs of
legs per segment. All are herbivores.

worm

Soft-bodied invertebrate with a long, slender,
limbless body. Moves by crawling or burrowing.

mollusc

Soft-bodied invertebrate which mostly live in
water. Sometimes have a shell. Include snails, slugs,
octopuses, squid and clams.
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An Example of a Classification Key

The 7 life processes of living thing
To classify something as living it must
display seven life processes. This can
be remembered using the following
acronym:
MRS NERG
Movement – ability to move
Reproduction – make a copy of itself
Sensitivity – sense their surroundings
Nutrition – get or make food
Excretion – get rid of waste materials
Respiration – get energy from food
Growth – grow and develop
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Timeline

Vocabulary

Important Information

A number of individual nations that are
all controlled by the government or ruler
of one particular country.
A line of people from the same family
dynasty
who play an important role.
The name of the group of people who
Edo
lived within the ancient kingdom of
Benin.
Igodomigodo The name for the original land of the
Kingdom of Benin. Late became known as
Edo and then Benin City.
The Edo word meaning “king of the
Ogiso
sky”.
The
Yoruba
word
for “king”.
Oba

The ancient kingdom of Benin began as a small group of villages who
joined together to improve trading and security.

empire

Ife
Yoruba
kingdom
oracle
trade
barter

guild

A city near the kingdom of Benin, ruled
by the Yoruba people.
The name of the group of people who
lived in the city of Ife.
A place ruled by a king or queen.

The Kingdom of Benin rose to become a powerful empire in the 16th and
17th centuries.
Large moats and walls were built around the outside of the kingdom in
order to protect it.
The first dynasty of kings were called Ogisos. This dynasty ended in
1180AD.
The second dynasty of kings were called Obas.

Important People
Ogiso Igodo

The first king of Benin.

Kings in ancient Benin were treated like Gods.
In the 15th century, European sailors began to sail to Africa.

The Obas held a lot of power, including being in charge of law and
justice, controlling trade and taxation, and commanding the army.
. The son of Ogiso Owodo who was
The Edo people believed that their first kings were descended from
Ekaladerhan
banished to Ife and became its king.
Osanobua, a god who came down from the sky to create the world.
A person who was believed to pass on Prince Oranmiyan . A son of Ekaladerhan who was sent to The region developed an advanced artistic culture during its Golden Age,
advice from Gods to ordinary people.
rule over the people of Benin.
especially with its famous artefacts of bronze, iron and ivory.
The
first
of
the
dynasty
of
kings
In
1897AD,
British troops destroyed Benin City and took Benin under its
Oba
Eweka
The exchanging of goods.
known as the Obas. Son of Prince
control.
Oranmiyan
King from 1260 until 1274 who built a
Benin City is the location of the ancient kingdom of Benin. This is
Oba Ewedo
To exchange goods or services for other
fine new palace in Benin City during his situated in Nigeria. The ancient kingdom of Benin is not located in the
goods or services without using money.
reign.
modern country of Benin which is a different country in Africa.
A group of craftsmen or merchants who
often had considerable power.

Ogiso Owodo

Oba Ewuare
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The last of the Ogiso kings.

King from 1440 until 1473.Expanded
There are very few written sources of evidence about Ancient Benin.
and protected the kingdom greatly and Storytellers were very important and kept the kingdom’s history alive by
set up trading links.
telling stories aloud every evening.
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The Old
Testament

RE Year 6 Spring 1 Knowledge Organiser – The Old Testament - Freedom
Background learning/research/consideration:
The Ten Commandments

The first part of the Christian holy book, the Bible, and
believed to be the word of God.



The Israelites Members of the Hebrew nation referred to in the Old
Testament.

Plague
Pharaoh

An infestation or invasion. In the book of Exodus,
the ten plagues were disasters inflicted on Egypt by
God.
The leader in Ancient Egypt.





Enslavement The state of being a slave.
Moses
Exodus

Covenant

Was born in Egypt and led the Israelites away from
slavery.
The part of the bible which explains how the
Israelites were led from Egypt. Also means a
mass departure of people.



An agreement or pact.

The Ten
The guidelines for living which Christians try to
Commandments follow. Christians believe they were revealed to
Moses on Mount Sinai.

Atheist

A person who does not believe in God or a higher
power.

Salvation

Being saved from harm. In Christianity, it refers to
being saved from sin and its consequences.
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The story of Moses is from 1400BC. At that time,
the Israelites were the Egyptians’ slaves.
Following a lengthy struggle, Moses led the
Israelites to freedom.
God then presented Moses and the Israelites
with The Ten Commandments and explained
that if they followed these rules, they would be
saved forever.
The Israelites were vulnerable then but consider
who is vulnerable in 2020/2021 both in our
country and around the world. Newsround on
CBBC will help build your awareness of current
affairs.
Christians believe that by following God’s
commandments they will achieve freedom and
justice for themselves and others. They try to do
so by helping those in need, such as through
charitable organisations like Christian Aid or the
Salvation Army.
Atheists do not believe in God, but many of The
Ten Commandments can be followed by anyone,
regardless of who or what they believe in.

Christians believe God gave humans guidelines for
living to keep them close to him. These guidelines
are called The Ten Commandments.

Moses’ story is told through the Prince of Egypt.

